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TO FREE THE FUTURE FROM THE PAST
                                                In the cave of days
                                                a light is lit
                                                to help us 
                                                remember the Song.
                                                You are the bread of light.
                                                Your image is burning.

                                                                     
                                                 Valentin Cundrič1

The basys of the ungrounded: Us poets create upon the illusion, that is called HOPE!

                                         The wishing cycle is yet to past.
                                         The wearied dread in people
                                          is inflaming into a rosy tree.
                                          Vanilla tree is rotting on the ground.

                                           Valentin Cundrič1


1.
              With the ‘natural’ past tense and the ‘social’ future tense I’m experiencing the present as the third time in the sense and meaning of the Jung’s tertius. There is no time! And so there is no future and no past. The timeless-ness of life is only a moment, justified when poet experiences fear, an episode of time, which enmarks and verifies it. In other words it means the code of the time shift. The antique philosphy teaches, that together with time we are only a sequence of the mythical events, thus the tiniest offal concerns us, whether we like it or not. Or the basic common feature is the belief in invisible forces, not influenced by men. We are faced with the sentiment of the unknown, that time is constantly hustling us in the back and grinning viciously at as, becomes smaller, for the poetic words are ‘the bread of light’. This Janus’ image follows the so-called past, more susceptible and real in the present. Here the sensibility appears like a dam between two realities, the non-existent time and the butterfly, creating storms in China with its flapping.
              The timelessness of time confirms the poet’s thought, a word or the poet’s desert between Hope and Despair. This timelessness moors itself into the written note, word and text, written in the Aztec texts, scripts of Babylon and of course the Bible for a very long time. The word, which is to come true, styles the fatefulness of mind-flapping, clothes itself in the clothes of language, trying desperately to tell us something. The poet chases the impulses, recognizes them and also writes them down. The word being true and the language being THE LANGUAGE. Of the whole nation or only an individual. The searching of acerbity and mobility, lusciosness and semanticality of actions, converted into verses or prosal text, is done by the one, whom the universal rustle has  drifted far from the Earth. This unity and the unity of thoughts, culmination of words and focus of a picture, includes itself into the non-constant timelessness, far from being the mould of time and an universal game.
              The language of an indigenous nation in a geographical sense in the region of the European living space is the language geometer and again the language philosopher. Of how the limits of between the new-age formations of countries disappear, when the source of a word is sought, the meaning and the etymological nature of letters that are supposed to compile the semantical theme, meaning and the fact of a work, subject or object2.
              The verbal form, which is supposed to form the bare fact, is without vowels as the old nations jotted, it bursted the meaning and the articulation of feeling and acts from the depths of the human intellect. The primitive man was sorrounded by an obscure depth of the computer-like perception of the world, which transformed into cyphers and codes.
              For instance, in some European languages there is strong resemblance or even camouflage between words that mean ‘to count’ and ‘to tell’: compter / raconter in French, contare / raccontare in Italian, contar / contar in Spanish and zaehlen / erzaehlen in German3.
              The words, that a poet uses and is confronted by while pawing into depths of the unknown, peel off like an onion skin. When? When etymology allures the poet to recognize the original form and meaning with his rummage. Never has and never will anybody believe the incredible riddle as presented by the peeling of words. This doesn’t only include the meaning or purpose of a word, but mainly the source of life which we have drank since the ancient times. If I was to speak about the etymology as a modern sience, I certainly couldn’t overlook a man who started searching for the real meaning of the articulate language from the depths of the darkest and the most unknown.
              Valentin Cundrič1, a poet, an artist and lately mainly an etymologist, uncovers the onion skins of words. The enthusiasm spoke through the unknown words, known across the planet. Already in the Bible we can recognize the lever of equality and unity of the language. So the language was united like the nation which started to build the tower of Babylon. Of course the human nature and the desire for something different altered the language. According to this known fact we still speak the language which is basically not much different from the original ample one.
              The attraction, which the research of language certainly is, is in roots4. No sound eludes us without being transformed into a word or a sentence. So there is no temporal riddle. The cultural and political history in a geometrical sense adds to the language new letters and symbols. How this reflects in the vocabulary of the spoken language is eludicated in Cundrič’s book The Clement Word of the Language5. According to this spiral path the most important reflexes are, or as the poet says the path of language, -on, -er, -el, -he.
              I quote: When can we talk about a diad (diada), a dichotomy (dihotomija) or triad, trichotomy and when an interaction? When can we talk about the same goal - a comprehensive discourse - and when about two, three or four separate preceptions? Can we talk about the spirit of the language matter or about the god of language? These questions are also the answers. Supersimetry between the Irish, the Gorenjska and the Persian languages is neither a question nor an answer, but a potential of thousands of various possibilities. There is some meaning in the fact that if nouns a pig / a bull / a horse are also auxilliary verbs we are / was / is or human characteristic thumb-mammal / ring-finger / hoof-fist. (Valentin Cundrič, The Clement Word of the Language, 1987).
              So how can the past free itself from the future? The offered original history of language continues into the reflected and later phylosophical idea. This process continues into the present time. The dusk of nations, preserved only in the memories of mankind, are like gloomy methods of language depriciation. The minority problem, which shouldn’t even be a problem, is in the discriminational method of thinking about language. The immortality gives it the liveliness of words, spoken and written - the people that drink the water by its pure fountain. Or as Kant says: the objects are given to us by sensuality, we use reason to imagine them (Immanuel Kant: Prolegomena, Cankarjeva založba -Ljubljana 1963). Continuing with Kant: "the ideas are not given to the human mind, but rather imparted, for the nature of the mind is such that it tends towards the highest synthesis."Kant’s idea is timeless, it has neither the beginning nor the end, as well as Cundrič’s quest for the sources of words. At this they are very similar, they reached the level of the equinox of words, but Cundrič surpassed the time, as well as the idea of mind and reason. He came very close to the father of dialctics Heraclith, who determined the difference between the explanation of the world from the viewpoint of the material substances and processes (the physiologist of Milos) and between the appearance and the external, the sensual and inner reality. Its basis is the circular movement, which is subservient to the supreme law: to LOGOS. A poet steps into this circular movement, being without any future or past, into the memory of the ancient times, which are present now, as the language is - with its roots and words fixed in the immortality of life.
              The memory of ancient times lives inside the poet like a flapping bird, joining on the timeless level the Greek philosopher Aristoteles. According to Aristoteles the answer cannot be valid without the structure of sentences. He realized that the spoken language has an informing function and also some logical characteristics, which are necessary for deriving new sentences from the old ones on the basis of their form. And what novelty does Cundrič offer? Aboriginal language, as he calls it, is an extension of an antique bell, still echoing in our present and so the verbal play with thoughts  or intellect and reason is in fact projected into timelessness of originally planned word. The latter does not have the same shape or form, but it has essence or root and that is what Cundrič has found in his language researches. It is a pity that those comprehensive researches are no translatable, it is impossible to catch the spirit of the past, which is sunbathing in Slovene words. The insteresting thing is, that an associative approach can be found in researches of archaic images, projections which are being changed into symbolics and symbiotics of life. Millenarian efforts to achieve mass literacy of the Slovenes , a nation on an authocthonic area of Europe, apears to be na illumination of  a collective spirit; it is a fore-threshold, on which the up-to-date languages of  Slovenes is based. We have, therefore, managed to keep our authenticity and culture with the help of  ”iconography” or beter - the poet is pulling out the roots and is awakening us with the words , which could be magic and cult. Root and semantic picture of words reveals the original shape of the sea and land, love and hate, social and political regulation, cult and cultural picture of the past. And to be more precise: ”We know that the first  books written in Slovene language date  back to the middle of the 16th century. Yet we must answer the question whether Slovene language had been used as written language before that, according to the fact that from the time of  forming a special Slovene language to the first Slovene book seven  centuries had to pass.  The answer to that question is not simple. The need for written Slovene word became evident after the Slovenes had accepted christianity. It happened in the second half of the 8th century. So Lord's prayer and  Belief must have been translated at least at the beginning of the 9th century , but they were put down in a written form not before the 14th century. To these kinds of text belongs doubtless the text Freisinger Monuments , which is the oldest Slavic monument, ever written in latin alphabet 6.
And why am I mentioning all this? Though being a small nation and living on  geografically small and  limited area, at the edge of  big  language groups, which are  changing the cultural and economic image of Slovene country  in no time, we, the Slovenes plough our way  among nations with a special language status with our idiomatic speciality - dual7 . And I must admit, I am not happy at the thought that we ourselves will have to be blamed for the extinction of our language if we do not start appreciating works of art from the lingustical point of view.
And what  with would I free the past of the future? With the language, dual, a parellel in poems, texts and daily swarming of words and sentences. Yes, with words which were put into my cradle singing about time, which does not exist and is, at the same time, going to follow us all. And I hear such words, sentences and poems in Slovene Book of the Dead 8. I hear them ringing off time barriers; and I hear again Kronos bringing time back into the past. If the above mentioned compositions  of sonnets were cybernetically worked out, that is: if the  words arranged in alphabetical order were counted, the picture I want to present in this place would arise out of the life of word-dictionary combination - most of the words are taken from ”the past” and ”present”, there are also some neologisms, which are reaching to the future, even though there is no time and we can talk only about a live word.  
What I want to say is, that Cundrič' etymological research of words confirms the thoughts which can be found even in the history schoolbooks, namely that the oldest writings were nothing but iconography. The simile of timelessness, which  language no doubt is, has only exceeded the theroem that  language does exist. Spoken and official; gramatically  and  etymologically regulated. So the language can also be a name, object, sound, a letter and picture of feelings, deeds, history and philosophy. They all carry in themselves stems, symbolic values and semantics. That is why the poet's word is a creative energy and wisdom. New and old, or better, already known words are revealing pre-states. Regardless to whether the  writings are in wedge writings or iconography (here we have exceeded the magic line of word graphically recorded), the achievements of  the human race, the language as an articulated and cultural-art form are more than, I quote: an idea, a letter which fecundates, which carries seed of creation in itself.”9 So the letter is a fact, initial and indisputable fact of time, which is constantly returning into its original state, or in other words into the beginning of air, fire, earth and time. The magic force of the letter, which forms the word and numerical value of the letter, which magically influences the course of the wordsounds, is for sure a pre-sign of historical shelling off the meaning of speech and at the same time the beginning of etymological message.
If I return to Slovene Book of the Dead, the easeast way for me to explain the beginning of wordsounding woud be through the book 'Abeceda magov' (Alphabet of  magicians by Valentin Cundrič, Jesenice 1984), so to say, it was in the year 1984 when I frst came upon novelties in the language. Nevertheless the novelties were neither new  coined-words nor new chosen-words of  a poetic inspiration, but were the result of a thorough study  of  the language, its stem and semantic reflection through the human history. Here the time is, as so many times before, shown in its eternity and duration; therefore it is a constant. The poet himself says, that the letters here are etymons, what they in their cradle of birth should be; and they are engrams, which means marked by its family. With almost magical text, the poet neared the God's plan. It's known from the Bible, that there are letters which created God's name (which nobody knew and is known to nobody even nowadays), letters carrying in themselves a magic power. This confirms the fact, that ”the whole world is a product of these letters.” (J. Chevalier, A. Gheerbrant, Riječnik simbola, Zagreb). The experience, which is the nearest to the number of letters is doubtless the experience of the man, who is able to master the rainbow of the meanings of words. The egyptolosists have already found some prophecies in the ciphered icons and I am sure that a still deeper study of the icons would reveal more prophecies, which are magically locking in the time, but even a small number of  deciphred messages show, that time fits into the next millenium as a drill into a well-boring.  
Returning back to the language, I will again relate to the poet's statement which says: ”Every etymologost should have the knowledge of  Slovene language. According to my opinion  Slovene language is one of the oldest in Europe, but it will be most alive after it is dead.” To love a word is therefore the cleanest connection between the poet and his vow to verses. This is the world which opensa against the sphere of spirit, among ardent letters and inoto memory-carrying cell of humanity. Oh God, the reader might cry out and lean far back among the stars! Among the angels, where he would sit alone in the equinox and weightless he would listen to the messages. But he cannot. The only thing left to him is the Poem, groaning at its foundations and cannot be overheard. Those who claim, they do not hear it are pretending.  The Poem can also be characterised as  a terminological cag, a verse, winding itself around the collective spirit (Jung), all alive on the Earth as a tropical creeper. The poet says:” It is day for thousand years which out of salt/ it crries me by my handles./” And it is because of all the thousand years, because of salt, which is life, that there is no darkness, no obscurity but a threshold, which I am stepping over as a reader and as my second ego, being nothing but feeling and looking. And where is the real path to heavenly depths, where are iridescent fields of magic word? They may be here. Now! Kneaded into original clay they are creating births, first flesh and blood and after that Thoughts. Or the other way round: First Ideas and then flesh and blood! Correction, made once by God the other time by Man, is always possible only on the step, which is called universal pyramid. But there is Power, power of writing; there is an action, which requires more than Word and Thought. The world has as many faces as the poet sees out of his depth, and has as many drawers of time as the poet has his inner clocks. Protection of  clean and clear fire on the fireplace of Word is more important than inhaling of poisoned vapours of life. Time stops. There is no time. Nothing can be stopped. The stone, being a dead element of the earth becomes a bed of life. A thousand years and a day, nothing is important anymore.
How timeless is the thought - LOGOS! 10Why am I writing all this? To stress, that the measure of truth is thought, time deviation and time shifting but a distance, limited by the thought of truth. Nearest to this might be the idea taken from Kur'an, Sura LXXXIX: So the dawns/ and ten nights,/ even and uneven,/ and nights when it vanishes, - (Kur'an, translated by Besim Korkut)
Fifty years in the time of earth are meaningless. It is as if we played with people, places and living and inanimate creation of someone, who is far above us. According to that I could mention wiping off the time, which at first sight might seem not in accordance with the claim, that there is no such thing as time. But it is possible because time is an illusion and if it is predimensioned it calls for being wiped off. I have two wipings off time in mind: 
- forgiveness of sins is in fact wiping off of sinful time and 
  human participation in it; that is what religions practise 
- middle european and easteuropian countries are wiping
  of their periods of communism by force
- myth of the Merovings 11
- phrases taken from Apocalypse: a year for a day, a day 
   for 1000 years and that the day will be shorter - even 
   though we know the strict standpoint about time : that 
   we are in the middle of the times, time, two times and a
   half.
The first stone, the first wheel did not bring as much obscurity and time chaos, as those last fifty years. Yet, although still being slaves of fear and the past, we are now proudly and agressively sloughing in the New World, just like a larve out of a cocoon.  This world is not only materialised and techoncratic as well as political formation of dwelling, but is most of all and above all a spiritual arhc-construction of the vanished times. It is the poet who best brings back into life the unknown, which rolls in front of the eyes of an individual and imprisons him into the present. Regardless to whether these are ciphres or codes, unknown words or even icons, a new world starts to be created in people. And it is being discovered anew, as if we had never experienced either history nor art and also politics. As for rudeness and sorrow, they slough into goodness, like snakes in the  spring.
I would fail here first of all because of people who are sure to have been sacrificed and offered to some higher goal. If a possibility to live between the Essen and Cumbrian period, I would surely recognize the lines, which were foretelling the final and right decision - a state, in the real, if you want, in the sense of Platon's state. Utopia, which turned into reality according to the fact , that time marked out  the future, deeply anchored into the past. The wedge writing was ousted from the Babylonian smile of people and so was tabulated  writing. The latter has nevertheless ”typed” a writing, which in value threw out Arabian letters, so in the up-to-date articulation as in the written record.    
The fact is that the tool, which writing is, caused undreamed of possibilites of written record. Or better, the written record preserved feeling, nature and the deepest already known and searched human period, what the history of writing should be. ”The most known and influential writing, developed by trade and sea nations, was used by the Phoenicians, who spoke Semitic language. The Phoenician alphabet recorded only consonants, there were 22 all of them (number 22 is a mythological and regulating number, known from tarot and from the sonnet with the appendix¸- by the before mentioned V.Cundrič). Later the Greeks added  vowels  to the alphabet. Latin words, which derive indirectly from the Greek language, kept almost unchanged word   order of  Phoenichian alphabet. " Etruscan alphabet is a mixture of  latin and greek signs, and is older from here stressed greek one - so: what is then the truth? The Roman numbers are Etruscan as well. 3
I am mentioning all this with the intention to throw light upon SLOVENE BOOK OF THE DEAD from all sides.
  At any rate, the text is an extension of the unknown onto our horizon and that is why it is not explicable with the help of the known and comprehensible. This is all about the seven-composition of wreaths of sonnets of wreaths of sonnets, and I quote titles and acrostocs:
- Prayer-book of sand ( Hundred knives into the back)
- Alteration on the mountain (On the mountain day and
   night) 
- Smiles (When we are in putridity)
- Ginungagap (My Ohicmoztoc)
- Remhambog (In the face of devil flower)
- Announcment of the icons (They are with men-
  the dead)
- Demands (From the vales of tears) 
We all know the Egyptian and Tibetan Book of the Dead. They both teach us how to behave in the world of the dead. They are different from the Slovene Book of the Dead which is interested mainly in the Language. The sonnet form in this book is in no way only a tool for telling about what orders or arrangements exist in life and death, but it contains the archaic image of  Slovene world, colour of the original language and chronology of life, which, according to all religions does not end with death. Just mentioning Kronos, who, as the Supreme antique god of the Greek Pantheon, has been bleeding out of his eternal wound till this day and is going to bleed tomorrow too, I unintentionally catch myself into a snare of time, which has no beginning and no end. Kronos of antique times is Kronos of today's measuring of time, which is a constant. When I am set free in the timelessness I will certainly meet his wound. Here I would like to mention an idea of Cundrič about the relationship to the Poem, in connection with the terminology of time  of course. I quote: Devotion to the Poem is based on belief that the Poem is power, which even a rude rejection does not shake , and is a treasure, which cannot be sold let alone  bought. It is really an unusual treasure of Slovenia. - (end of quotation)
Sloven Book of the Dead is so to say speech of solitude, which is a source. I have to explain this syntagma word by word:
- Language is the last stage of tetraktise SOUND-WORD-
  THOUGHT-SENSE (  SOUND: the smallest acustic form  
  of spoken language; WORD: a language unit formed of 
  sounds to mark out the conceptions; THOUGHT: the 
  highest intellectual activity as an expression of human 
  consciousness; SENSE: capability for perception and
  comprehension of spiritual elements
- solitude is the opposite of pseudocooperative collectivism; 
   best shown in Goethe's Egmont - Es bildet ein Talent sich in
   der Stille…!
- source 12: a conditioned cause of  essence; unicum, an escape out of duality.13
There is something new, something indelible in the cell, atom and DNA of human being, the Neanderthaler of today and humanist. History teaches us, steals time from us and each thought (copied) moves further into subconsciousness - into the store of data, into up-to-date file. Can we not say that already the Indians  developed their computer wedge  writing, eternalized it with plant and animal symbols; at the same time and syncronically the egyptian culture emerges and again there are 50 critical years in this sphere. What should be told about the number fifty. Is it five and ten? Is it five and zero or s it fifty stitches into the heart and soul?
Nothing shakes me more than a stone which I take into my hands, wondering at its solidity, at it being so strongly time and power-eaten. Stone as an  offering altar can be found in the history of Earth and of the peoples. We know stone as the first tool and again a stone which replaced clay at building. Stone is so to say a symbol of earth and Earth, pre-threshold, upon which our beatings of heart and body were laid.  Stone as a simbol of  Cabal  and once again a black stone in Mecca, a stone  at Jerulasem's temple and a stone on Atlantis is nothing but a stone, which coming from the intestines of the Earth is sunbathing, among us, among peoples, lovers and enemies. Starting from the stone I might have hit my head against the stone at Egyptian Pyramids  and even farther in Amazon forests which illuminated  me, and now I am asking myself why I had been sleeping so long. Namely, there still lies a stone  between me and my time, hidden somewhere and  that is exactly the last stone which will be my eternal memory.14
My birth lies in the far away year of 1948, in the time of  informbiro and obscurantism of the spirit and the everlasting wish of the mankind for progress.  I was born in the time when beating of heart in the east was giving pulses to the west. Nests of political birds of prey were being fed of this blood and milk, which was obtained by force and rudeness and torn away from mothers, from time and place. I do not know if this year, year of chinese rat and year of  obscured sun was living like a real human labyrinth or was it, perhaps, decaying in the wheel of history and was with sacrifices at the altar of something new, tearing from  global thinking.   
I am still obsessed with the new country in the Far East, the country which was born in the critical year of 1948. The euphory of something new was thwarted by the swing of the first days, despite the fact that mankind knew and saw the right direction on this way. It was the Essene wisdom , not known much to me, which is suppossed to have built the Jerusalem' s altar, the state, or rather  the country, filled up with the wealth of spirit as well as material.  It is there where the reincarnating focus of people is crystallized. The focus which we know and carry in our souls. The Indian phylosophy forsees or rather, teaches the reincarnating cyclus of all living beings, of people who are like clay and water fugitive in the constantly changing nature of  the never ending repetition of birth-cycles. Is birth really birth, is it flesh and bones, nerves and blood? When do  we become aware of  our body ? After  it fills with pain? And needless to say, that in one way or the other we always forget the constant warning of the spirit.  
In my Slovenina soul the past is deeply marked out, the time before my birth and the time, which dried-rot in the disappearance of thinking and happening. Validity of a datum, especially of the year 1948 is validity of  duration of a certain time, by which I was marked in different ways. The small grain o hope  which lighted up at the time of formation of the new Jewish state was deposited into my storage of soul like alluvium. If I take into account reincarnation cycles then in the past I must have been dozen of times the seat of this idea. My longing for freedom, for infinity accompanied me through all the births and after all I am stuck with this idea to the present as well. I  have neither time nor events, even less a body, which would be able to prevent the slithering of  stones and mankind into abyss. I did not resign the optimism, I am not obsessed with giving up, but the blackness which through thousands of years completely amalgamated with the time and events, tears me to pieces. 15
I have been carrying all these thoughts with me for thousand of years, which means that I am a part of  creation and an anvil,  where to the thought should flow, craving for word and dissolution of matter in the sense of substance. If I had dreamt the time of the half-past history, I would have already cut the birth naval-string, I would have not been allowed or I would have  not wanted to become a part of life in time, which was so heartless and rude to people and events. The datum of birth is only one datum among all alive billiards of human existance, so this thought should have left me long ago. I have already put away the fear, the ancient fear of crowd and theme of reincarnation.  I have been rolling along pre-determined ways since the Stone Age, my DNA is travelling,  being nothing but my visitor, is travelling from pulse to pulse, misteriously pretending that I am a unique - a real, live unique. Not at all, far from that! I am nothing but continuation and interlacement of  coincidences, so I am a part of God's plan, a part of existance scheme and a million part of the community called  mankind. I am matter in the meaning of substance, spirit in the spiritual meaning, waitng for enlightment and happening of universe. All this is nothing but a crust, an ancient memory of  places and times, events, with which I filled up my emptiness, which comes into existence with  disappearance of the black hole ; the emptiness, which fills the emptiness and locks itself before itself. I am offering, a powerful thought, maybe even a sacrilegious thought, (we know the expansion of offerings to God) , offering of time and fear, that the thought is concluded before the idea comes to an end, before the final sacrifice.
There is no time, no hands of time, there is nothing - just a constant movement of the planets, black holes and an emptiness, which is filled by mankind with new ideas and activities. Movement in time, which is recorded by a clock and is sectioned on each individual is null in the minute when it comes to my mind that I am less than nothing. And despite all, I am a part of eternity in the sombre village of time which I neither percieve nor  immortalize and I adorn myself with it.





























II.

My reflection is from minute to minute more identical to two plants: on one side to the cherries, which with their beautiful blossoms evoke love to dreams and spring in man, on the other side to the poppy which with its melancholical and blood-red blossom swallows light stealing it from the corn and yet it is preserved in the fields for the pleasure of all of us. So I am sad, in a Slovene way sad because I am torn apart between two extremes. Pleasure because I live, because of sun and spring and sadness because of blood-red blossom, which has always been and is going to be a beauty in the field.  That is what Slovene nature is like, double, looking at the dual and it is for sure something most beautiful we possess. No other nation, except maybe an African tribe, in the world possesses it. Therefore, if we are two,  a cherry and poppy, we are only two and are the dual of this world1. This is a speciality, most explicit in literature, where literary language is used and "slang" has no power. (A complaint I have to make: Why can I not accept high literature written in "slang" although I am aware of the fact that this is the literature which sells best!). No doubt here is an idiomatic expression in each language, but ours is untranslatable, and when translating the dual, it has to be put into the plural. But there are other pecularities in Slovene language. For example a variety of inflections which the translator can not take into account when translating it into other languages.  (Slovene has 6 cases and not just 4 as some of other languages; it also has dual). As a language so does the human community, from the family, race, village, country, nation, state show tendency towards all kinds of  different forms.I could quote now the facts of the newest physics of chaos  (The before mentioned Kronos was also aware of  the chaos). Linguistically, from the European point of view no great harm is done by that, but in poetry the poet's personal touch gets lost. So the translation, which should authentically and morphologically present  a wok of art is despite all efforts incomplete. And why do I talk about this? With one and simple reason  - the poet is a unique. His inner need in his mother tongue talks about perfection and emotional motive. In a moment! When the thought is on paper, the work has been finished. The door of paradise is closed, the door into the hell and the door into revelation of imagination. Whatever he creates cannot be taken from him by anyone. In spite of all the Slovene poet experiences in the Europian area with his duality, a number of cases, mythification and power. And this power must be nothing but the remnant of the power from the beginning of the word2. Arcahic forms, most of which can be  found in Cundrič's sonnets, Slovene Book of the Dead, do not have, written in the modern language the right meaning, because the modern words retire from archetype forms  as well as from the functional content.  (Instead of letting those words join us on the way into the lost prelanguage, we are ousting them out of   literary language). It is interesting that though the dual and a number of cases were preserved, the independent form of the past tense got lost already in pre-Slavic language and is formed by the present of auxiliary verb plus present participle. This brings me to the thought that to the pre-Slavic nations the past tense did  not seem important enough  for the life in the present time to deserve the changing of the verb stem.
Time theorem serves here only as a step into the pyramid of thinking about the ultimateness of time, which the language offers as imprinted  or palimpsested time and again as a theorem about timelessness, which is discordant  with the right to record it. Did in the time code perhaps the most basic rule of the poet, the rule that a poet is creator of new words, old-new meanings  escape my eyes? (I would like to mention the poet Dylan Thomas in this place who can be said to have widened expressional possibilities of the English language with his verses, with his new formation of words, with his new compunds, with syntax changes, with his witty verbal parodies and  did a such enriched one pass it to the younger poets. - Dylan Thomas: Praprotni grič, Ljubljana CZ 1963) In the language of solittude the time is wiped out, the past and the future. Freed from this burden the thought about time is irrelevant.
And on whose back would I record the transition from the past into the future respectively the freedom, which is exceeding of form into structure. In connection with the word form I use pejoratively amorphus, formal, uniformed, informational. I count among the superlatives two aestethics: performans and a closed form. (And also the "informal" word crystal, that is a self-form, the word alone meant ice in Greek).
What is a form and what a structure in those two - place? time? Both are lined with both, and I presume there is less-time and more-place, they  go apart from the beginning of history, being in the global continuum all the time. Is time more form or structure? Besides the form and structure the third is most important -  function of a human comprehension of this global continuum. 
Achievement in the form with structure explains unity of the Slovene Book of the Dead with all in all also in this way: 7 social formations -
- precommunism
- time of slavery
- feudalism
- capitalism
- imperialism
- socialism
- communism
These are seven successions and one  great simultaneousness, for in each of social formations all of them are present. The Slovene Book of the Dead consists of -
- Prayer-book of sand 
- Alteration on the mountain  
- Smiles 
- Ginungagap 
- Remhambog 
- Announcment of the icons 
- Demands 
And these cycles are all present in each of them. (Something similar is stated by the quantum physics as well).
Joining something of seven different sorts into one comes into being in Sevenstars (skt.: saptarši, The Geat Bear or the Big Dipper).
Therefore: if we are freeing eternity of the past and the future, we have to stand solidly in exactly this moment, without regretting  and passion and we will be a cross-section of times, a (0) in the coordinate system. We get to know hypothesis, subjectivity and relativity of reality best from the ”structure of two mirrors: when a mirror looks into mirror and a person being there by chance multiplies themselves, thinking that they are :
- in the first mirror only and its sources
- only in the second mirror and its source
- in both mirrors and their sources
- in reality they are in no mirror and their sources. The same thing is happening to the subject among two times - the past and the future, and the subject is allowed to ”create” only the present.
I found out that Cundrič's the Slovene Book of the Dead goes round  the number seven.  The climax is achieved  but is immediately torn apart by reality dividing it into periods and so the form of the text is exceeded, the structure reaches its aim. In the same way as the biblical idea about the seal or maybe even better this is represented by The Song of All Songs,  which says: ”Put me as a seal on your heart/as a seal on your hand!/ (Translated by Matija Slavič) So seven is a number, having rotated since the time immemorated, it is like a sharp notch among times, which are of seven sorts and divided into to us known periods. But I cannot ignore a different division, into a different understanding of time, which is and is not:
 * time of seven seals
* deviation of spiritual awakenings
* materialistic passion and loss of falue
* crumbled art
* minorities (Babylonian quarrels and confusion)
* feeling of united Europe
* democracy, cloning

Time of seven seals is biblical theorem, first of all an apocalypsical prophecy  and  is known to all of us, with this I would identify the prophecy in the sequence of time. Human history, without an adjective black or dark, is history of Man, who through time intervals gives himself up to events and knowing . A scary prophecy about seven trumpets, about seven seals is, esoterically taken, Solomon's seal as well. So to say it explains timelessly a six-point star, the carrier  of fire, water, air   and earth. The circle unites elements of universe.The connection with the Slovene Book of the Dead is striking! Horizontal reading represents horizontals in the text (the words rhyme, verses supplement, thought is a scary prophecy and esoterical key -  (the first fire in fact!). The verticality follows, of course time transition in the timelessnes and eternity of the text, explaining - (therefore the second water, liquid in the uterus in which embryo floats). Andrea's cross follows, esoterics is put in the sction-cross point, time coagulation and so is the poem, which locks itself and hides in time - (therefore an element of air, spiritual value). And last but not least Dacid's star, which ascended as the key of understanding. Esthetical-art bottom of the work is divided into the external biographical and inner artistical truth - (so to say an element of earth, psychosis of the age and and comprehension of the world through reason).
Deviation of spiritual awakenings is far away from the time transition of  cultural frictions and discoveries. They were already the Stone Age, Bronze and Iron ages which set the  man between the heaven and earth,  between the truth and lie and then again into spirituality and reality. Spiritual construction was being built in the old Egypt, like in the delta of Euphrates and Tigris and in the antique Greece, the leading construction for the mankind. Inventing of gods, inventing of characters of wedge writing and of wonderful chinese characters must have been terminologically conditioned with the spiritual awakening of mankind. Like a wedge into a mountain cut the symbol of Renaissance  deep into the mass of spirituality which is the successor  and future thread of the esthetical evaluation of the world. I arrived here to the terminological misunderstanding, to the time which stops and in the next centuries (exceptions are science and technology) it encroaches deeply into the human consciousness and psyche. Tedious occurences in the area of politics, economy and history in general stops the paralel development of art and science. Applying in this place  to Hegel's philosophical system, which is divided into three enormous parts, each of them being divided again into individual triads,  "is the last  triad of absolute spirit and means a climax and at the same time the close of of this magnificent though not always most understandable philosophical system. Art is in the first place in the triad.”3 It is here that the time is ended. Art is absolute and incomprehensible, so in the sense of time as in the sense of spirit. The art for art's sake does not have any place here. Ideologically the deviational spritual awakening is conditioned by political and economical climate.
Material passion and loss of value  is the sentence which starts to appear at the end of the 20th century like a cry or impatience  of spiritual and materialistic co-existance. In this case the Tibetan philosophy is nearest to the truth about mankind and comprehension of  of the world, most of all as infinity and eternity of existence which is life, a repetitive circle. Value of principle which  value is, is to experience and preserve social, aestethic, moral values; and the same is with love, truth and freedom. The period of Kali juga (in Hindu tradition a black period which started a day after the death of Krishna, more than three thousand years ago), as the period of destruction could be understood, when all the virtues are destroyed and hipocricy, ambition and business start conquering, can best be explained by the quotation: ”With drought, famine, battles, destroyed social relationships a period is coming to an end. As already told in Mahabhrata , this is the time of men without strength,  without courage, time of men, who all are very rude. The dead and hot earth now becomes a prey of fire. All is concluded  with a slow apocalypse." 4
Are we are allowed to forget the time, to forget 3000 years, which are, as if they happened today? No, I cannot free the future of the past, because I am being drawn into the wheels of passing away and repetition, I do live the past and the future. And most painful is the fact, that the language is disappearing, the feeling of belonging to a nation is disappearing as well and materialistic passion drives the man of 21st century into disappearance of their identity. Gulping and grabbing more and more and better has shrunk the time to the smallest possible bacillus, which is sooner or later going to lose its worth somewhere in the universe.  
Crumbled art  is a timeless global thought, taking a walk among yellowish sheets of history, among nations (some of them have already vanished from the face of the Earth) and among the artists, who are taking pains to mould the time knot into a carefully cultivated text. A broken art can also be a deformated  understanding  of the autochton  word, stem meaning and Babylonic language.There is also another, cultural-political point of view and this one is certainly  most realistic. The alternative and in media echoing  ”art " has become strongly favoured through computerisation and numberless possibilities of finding originality with the help of application and a play of water and fire. Why fire and water? Because a hot head of a cold computer  (regardless  spiritual potential) cannot assemble feeling, essence, smell, emotions onto the cold screen of an industrial artist (what a computer is supposed to be!!). Alternative art is a global perception on all continents, therefore it is also  dancing and music and a poem with the help of assembling and computer language; is it or is it not? Seeking of new truth, but more than that the electronic processing of data, thwarted many a poet living in the timeless capsule of art. It might, not more than might be a prethreshold to unknotting of the Aztec manuscrips, Babylonic and Sumerian wedge-writings and Old Egyptian writings on and in pyramids.  So Hermes Trismegistos is here!5  (And that is why I am sure that the alternative has to be dropped (in the sense of unpretentious), the computer art, because it "works" without emotions and experiencess;  Slovenes turned away from the modernistic  and postmodernistic free form and no-content with nothing but the wreath of wreath of the wreath of sonnets.
Minorities - Babylonian argument and confusion are  changed into a time funnel, into denial of etymological message saying that Banylon means: God's door. So Babylon or Babylonian symbolizes a previous victory of materialistic and material world. At the same time it is a synonym for conceitedness and destruction of everything  that is good and beautiful in the human nature. I foud confirmation for this way of thinking  with the writer Herodot, who says: ”This city (having in mind Babylon) is so unique that no other town in the world could compete with it. But everything was destroyed because it was built on transitional values.”Did we not achieve at the end of the second millenium, in the field of art exactly, Babylonian arguments and confusion? How, for god's sake, can the small nations fight with their autochtonous art and culture against the dragon, which represents the global problem and is swallowing the identity of the small ones only to be able  enriched and newly born later to sunbathe in the world's fame and originality. I am sure that the culture and art of minorities will be building the third millenium, most of all because of their extraodinary tough and full nature, because of their originality and autchotonic right: to be alone, but with everybody. The values of the second millenium will have to change the direction, for society without the soul and love is doomed to destruction. Therefore the Slovene Book of the Dead can be equally put to the side of the great nations, for it is the synonym or key to the future with its toponymic art.  It can be put to the side of Nostradamus whose works are a synoniym or key to the future as well.
Feeling about the United Europe fights in my soul with the feeling about imperialistic way of regulating circumstances in subordinate states, especially in the sense of monopolistic economical and political development. However, Nostradamus' prophecy that the camels will drink water from the river Rhine has various meanings, for The East is actually ladelling out from the West. Whether these ar camels or computer programms does not matter at all. The united Europe should in that way become united cultural-political area, where, according to my mind should be vehementely done with minorities. I cannot be persuaded to believe the opposite by nice talks of politicians, and what is worse, I am frigtened for the lost civilizations, what small nations with their culture and art are. And where should Slovene language live, where should Slovene books be published, to whose pride and for who to read? Assimilation of a nation is best evident through a language, and here the English  is intruding into the life of Slovene people its new expressions, and what is even worse, a new way of life and an imposed image of reality.  But Art is staying behind as a lonely tree and there are not many people who with their mother tongue instill into their nation pride and possibilites to survive. I do not want to be either Middle nor East nor West Europe, no….my place  and the place of Slovene nation is on the Earth and I have the whole right to talk Slovene and write Slovene. But I am afraid of Judas in our own lines.
Democracy and cloning is a  double business of the almighty God.  Precommunism is forcing its way through the rifts of democracy, which is nothing but another name for the structure.The latter offers us an explanation of spiritual reconstruction of a certain area of realitiy, whcih is intended to be blurred by cloning and we would like to be identified with the Divine and God's. So democracy offers us an open way to the hidden DNA, which in the most pessimistic prophecies can turn  into world cynism. And with that the laws which are in force in democracy are nothing but dry letters on paper. But we are allowed to doubt and research on our own which is in distinction from the medieval picture of the world basing partly on Aristotle's picture of the world, partly on Thomas' and Holy Bible's speculative hypothesis, according to which  everything existing is a copy of God's idea. But this doubt is supposed to be  Satan's inspiration. Language and mutual relationships, as well as politics are democratic double-edged  swords . And why all this? I am sure that in the language the answer to all questions is hidden, even more than that, in prehistorical times, in the time of precommunism they were the languages which were sharpening the social formations, regulations in economic and political sense. The Slovenes have proofs for this in Etruscan words which turned the doubters away from the serious approach of the study of language from this side. But, hypothetically said, it was the Babylonian language which classified nations into groups, turned away from their primal and united language, more than that, it intentionally (certainly in the case of vis maior) dispersed nations and peoples all over the surface of the Earth, so that they would once become equal in their differences. After all, soul and spirit are certainly neither white or yellow, nor  brown, red or black, is it not so?

SYNOPSIS

How to satisfy the demand: to free the past from the future and the future from the past is neither an easy decision, nor a decision ad hoc and it opens special questions. For the future cannot get rid of apetites and possessing of the past , the activators are more people than (also) sequential structure in  eternity. If the main tendecy of each time, how to come back among the first of the day of tomorrow is substracted, then nothing but a fight to survive remains, especially in our stable present time. From historical point of view this would be acceptable, so to say: all formations in each individual! National ”strait”, including the Slovene one, falls into the absurdity of Nostradamus - saying that kingdoms do not die, they move to other places. This is for a small nation here and now a bad prognosis or comfort. But it is true that a small nation makes in a hundred years some fatal mistakes, and my composition was written with the aim to estimate the damage made in the small Slovene area.
On the basis that Slovenes have our own language and art we demanded our own state, but if we renounce to our language, we are not worth of justifying it. I know the circumstances and I can say that a part of   Slovene art is neglected and overlooked, and that this is the part which would present us in the world (interview Dekleva - Paternu: it says that the Slovenes have a possibility of exporting the wreath of sonnets of the wreath of sonnets).
The aim and conclusion of my thoughts about the wreath of sonnets of the wreath of sonnets is a priori subjected to the fact, that the only right way to free the future of the past and the past of the future is undoubtedly the way to Slovene Book of the Dead. The liberation offers itself in the sense of the form of poetic writing of the future millenium. That means that the poet has introduced new old (archaic) words; which is again subjected to the fact, that this is the language of solitude as well as the language of collectivism. Was not a poet's duty and need throughout the history the fact,  that he had to invent new words, images and feelings. This was and will be the thinnest and strongest connection between soul and physis.
And another doubt arises: is a uniformed  language of the mankind (English) an acquisition or destruction of the autochtonic language habits of minority nations, is this ”Babylonism” only a reason for the decline of humanity. I am daily warned about this situation, the pre-Babylonic one,  by the newspapers, advertisments and language habit of the modern man. And at the same time a thrilling possibility is being offered to us, a possibility to nourish by the end of this millenium a "deformed language", if nothing but to satisfy the global economy and expansible politics of the stronger. Where are the the language teachers, experts of the autochtonic Slovene word, to stop the unbearable breaking of foreign words into the Slovene language? There are not any, and there is no understanding for the texts which have and will save the language for the future generations. I like to play upon my thoughts that rolls of the first writings were found in the desert by a common shepherd; that is to say , by a man who was not literate and subjected to the global thoughts about language habits. And yet he recognized the value of those rolls. And I must admit that I cherish such hope for the Slovene Book of the Dead too, that is, the hope it will be found by someone who would recognize its value. If not before, the later generations will start to discover that the words and language saved in those poems are worth more than we are ready to admit at this moment. If the Slovenes themselves would be able to appreciate this hectaptich  of seven wreath of sonnets of wreath of sonnets, they themselves would be enriched and so would be the whole world. But sorry to say, we are living now in the time of modern and postmodern situation in which poetry plays no role any more.
I have, of course, intentionally used the theory of Carinthians, most of all because  I wanted to throw light upon the fact, that Slovenes are, in spite of our present territorial smallness exceeded already in the far past the present language exclusion from the world languages. Taking into account Indo-Germanic to postnürnberg language, the thought about Indo-Carinthian language offers itself. (If the others took the right to make jokes why would not I?) Of course, hearing that the linguists and historians would jump to their feet, first of all those who favouring the previous unitarian regime equated Slovenes with Slavs, as a pre-tribe or people, who (I cannot understand this logic) tailored the destiny of Carinthians.
The nation, which the Carithians were, are the nation of liberals and notabilities; princes and blue blood , with their own language and more, with culture, which marked not only the area od today Slovenia but broader. A comparative study, explaining synonyms of words, used till this day on the  scene of  linguistic world,  would be interesting. Doubtlessly the Slovene Book of the Dead offers clear evidence, lingusistic and historic to corroborate this statement.
The modern history of language in Slovenia is being made anew, with the help of Slovene Book of the Dead. This is the time which is and is not history. And again, history is only one, timeless floscule, for there is no time.  We saw that yesterday, a thousand years ago - all that is hidden in the biggest computer, in human brains. And I can quote again some verses of Cundrič: On a mountain day and night/ Alteration on the mountain/ Starry doormers on the mountain - MAN SKY! Is this not a confirmation of the global thinking, the regulation of the World with the help of Poem and, being sencerely surprised, Thought, which matches for partite  with Jung's theorem: voice/ word/ thought/ feeling. So where then is Time, liberating the future of the past and past of the future? Where? Among the verses, which are difficult to translate because of their originality; between the voice , word, thought and feeling!
With my essay I wanted to prove value and permanence of the text, which Slovene Book of the Dead is. I was stimulated to an attempt to evaluate the text through a time paralel with transparency of data, which called for a comparative study, by the fact that nearly 19000 verses, which are a treasure of Slovene art and culture, will be evaluated by the same forum which is at this moment ostrich' s way hiding in the desert of the written word.
I did not mean to be either insulting or flattering, I would only like to stress that history will never be able to reproach a man with such status. 























NOTES

CHAPTER I


                             1  Valentin Cundrič was born in 1938 in Poljšica/Bled. he graduated with a Diploma from the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Ljubljana in 1962. He was employed as professsor of Slovene language at primary and secondary schools.
                       Valentin Cundrič is the author of numerous professional publications including: Radravardar, 1984; Ginungagap, 1992; Remphambog, 1992; Days for our Soul, 1993; Slovene Book of the Dead, 1998.
                        He has been recipient of several awards and honour, includin  the Prešeren's Award of Gorenjska, the Čufar's Award of Jesenice Town and the Žgar's Award of Jesenice Town.
                                2 A closer look at the map of Europe and the South of America tells us that an extraction of land is in question so that Skandinavia is a land reflaction of the Hudson's Bay. Most interesting in this is the position of Ireland, which matches with the Azof Sea in the east and with the lake Nipigon in the Far East. It is exactly this accordance or beter said balance of land with waters which stresses the tendency for wiping off all borders.
                    3 Tony Lévy - Formation of numbers - Tony Lévy from France is a research cooperator at National centre for scientific researches (CNRS) and teaches history of science at VII. University of Saint Denis in Paris.
                    4 V, Cundrič, explanation of swastica: regardless what significance swastic should have it obviously indicates circular movement around the centre, around unmovable main body. Two levels evoke on this two directions of movement, bilateral  power yin and yang of cosmical power, turning of the world from one to the other side - J. Chevalier  and A. Gheerbrant, Dictionary of saymbols, nakladni zavod MH, Zagreb 1989 
                    5 Valentin Cundrič, Mild Word of language 1987, proceedings about the language, published by the author
                     6 History of Slovene Literary, MK Ljubljana 1963. Dr Jože Pogačnik is stating that Brižinski Monuments are rhytmisized, which means they are a poem.
                     7 Similar to Basques, Bretons and the Welsh
                     8 Valentin Cundrič, Slovene Book of the Dead, 7 wreaths of sonnets of wreaths of sonnets, Jesenice, Kranj 1998)
                     9 J. Chevalier and A. Gheerbrant,  Dictionary of Symbols, Zagreb 1989
                     10 In antique phylosophy the highest order, the highest legitimacy of the world; Dictionary of Slovene literary language, DZS Ljubljana 1994
                    11Pre-Caroline dinasty; heirs, hallowed persons with the right to have power in this and beyond life. The country Lnguedoc in the south-west of France was through centuries a witness of misterious events. A millenium and half ago this area was reigned by the family of long-haired monarchs of Meroving who were affirming to be direct descendants of God. Some explanations base on the possibilities of their blood connections with Jesus from Nazareth and Mary Magdalene. - Ivan Mohorič, In the stars everything is written, Idrija: Bogataj, 1994
                    12 Dictionary of Slovene Literary Language, DZS Ljubljana 1994
                       The expression is taken from esoteric
                               13 Sonnet is one of the most widespread world lyrical poetic forms. Many times the sonnet is cyclically connected and the most artificial cyclical connection of sonnets is called a sonnet wreath. The sonnet is of  Provence-Italian origin. In the XIV. century it was created by Francesco Petrarka, followed by Dante and Michelangelo, in Spain Cervantes, in Portugal Camoes. Shakespeare grew very fond of the sonnet too, in Germany Goethy, in Poland Mickiewicz. And Slovenes? "There are two motivations for the recognition of Prešeren's sonnets in the thirtieth of the 19th century: historical and individual. The sonnet wreath, which represents a gradated form of sonnetism is said to have gone through a certain mythisation and unusual growth into ”megasonnet” formations, into sonnets of wreath of sonnets of wreath. (France Balantič, M.Šarabon, Valentin Cundrič). Aleksander Isačenko, who is said to be the most importan historian of the Slovene verse noticed a special  inclination of Slovene poets to the sonnet culture and put down: ”We can say, that compared to Slovenian in no other literature the sonnet has  achieved such popularity.” (Boris Paternu: From international symposium. Periods 16: Sonnet and foundation of Slovene poetry, DELO, Ljubljana 29.6.1995)
                                14 Ethymology uniforms a stone with a man 
                     15 Belief in reincarnation is seemingly contrary to the statement that time does not exist. But only seemingly, because only those who do not recognize that everything is nothing but illusion and are co-creators of their own continuation, are pushed into this cyclus.)

Chapter II
                                 1 Dual: linguistical grammatical number, whih marks out two things: singular, dual, plural. Dictionary of Slovene Literary language, DZS 1994
                                2 Linguistic itself has come to conclusion, that when talking of splitting of the elder common languague at the time of formation of new ones, it is necessary to take into account another phenomenon in the development of language - joining of different older languages into a new one. B. Grafenauer - History of Slovene nation, LJ Kmečka založba).
                     3 Frane Jerman, From Phylosophy of Science, MK Ljubljana 1978
                     4 J.C.Carriére, Power of Budhism, MK 1997
                     5An old esoteric source, or what is up is also down, or what exists in time exists also in place).
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